More Than A Number
Quantitative research’s checkered history
and Crowd Numbers’ role in
revamping the space.

Welcome
Forging the future of quantitative research

If we’re going to talk about the future of
quantitative research – and detangle it from
the all too common ‘just tell me the numbers’
snub – we first need to understand where it
comes from.
By tracing quant’s journey (starting with the initial
switch from analogue to digital in the 70s and 80s, a
period of significant advancement for quantitative
research; moving to what could be seen as a period of
complacency in the industry; followed by a surge in new,
technological advances) we can land in quant’s modern
day and forge our own path forward.
Through the course of this report, we’ll explain how
Crowd DNA is revamping the quantitative research
space. By ensuring we reach insights that are steeped
in culture, that transcend demographics and tell real
human stories, we can make sure that quant research is
never just an uninterpreted set of numbers.
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Thanks for reading,
Crowd Numbers at Crowd DNA

Covid-19 and Crowd Numbers
In the space of a few short months, the Covid-19 pandemic has
disrupted the highly oiled machine of our society. When flooded
with fear, uncertainty and misinformation, trust can run low. And,
in news stories often told via case numbers, death rates or stock
market points, it’s critical that we don’t forget the people behind
these numbers.
We’ve revisited this report through the lens of Covid-19 and
examined how the presentation of quantitative findings can bring
‘shock value’ to our news headlines. We’ve also partnered with
statistics experts Norstat during the Covid-19 crisis to highlight
some of the changes in behaviour that we’re seeing as people stay
at home and self isolate. Check out our LinkedIn page for regular
posts, or feel free to get in touch to discuss our findings.
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Way Back

A (very) brief
history of
quantitative
research

Between the medieval consensus and the 1920s, data collection remained
largely the same – manual input, manual aggregation. It wasn’t until the
advent of digital tools which injected new life, changing the
discipline completely.

The Transition from Analogue to Digital
Like several other industries, the ‘golden age’ of quantitative research
began with the transition from analogue to digital in the 70s and 80s.

The Accessibility Of Computers
No longer bogged down by monotonous tasks and the need to hold lots of
information in their heads, computers allowed quantitative researchers
the ability to do more with their data. To put it into numbers, we’re talking
a shift from spending 75 percent of brain power on admin and 25 percent
on analysis, to 25 percent on admin and 75 percent on analysis.

Accessible Data Visualisation
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You’ve probably taken a survey before. It was
likely online and you probably didn’t need to
speak to anyone in order to complete it. You
clicked buttons to respond, then hit submit.
And, like magic, someone you never saw or
heard was able to count your opinion. The truth
is that quantitative research actually has a
vast history. Here’s a very potted backstory.

With the help of computers, the ability to visualise data became
accessible and commonplace. This meant that more ‘non-numbers’
people could understand and interact with quantitative findings.

Global Insights
Computers made sending data around the world possible, expanding the
reach of quantitative research.

The Data Revolution
Perhaps one of the biggest cornerstones in the history of quant, the data
revolution meant that the ability to collect, store, manipulate and report
number sets was forever changed.

A Lull
Getting swept up in the drama of big numbers as the solution for all
research questions, some people suggest that quant has now fallen into
complacency. Full of pride in the ease and scale of our findings, have we
left the true art of research behind?

Covid-19’s Shake Up
In 2020, we’ve experienced a variety of global approaches to reporting
demographic data, positive tests, death toll, etc. Certain tactics instill
a sense of panic while others build trust. Will the Covid-19 reporting
methods transform data presentation as we know it? And will Covid-19
help to educate people on digesting data in news outputs?
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Quant research has
a bright future

At Crowd DNA, we’ve undertaken a diagnosis of quantitative
research. As the most frequently applied (and most
frequently requested) data approach, we felt that it was
high time to think about where we can take quant research
next. Our goal: to reach a point where we have sharpened
our tools, cast out our bad habits and prepared for
the future.
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Our first step is to tackle the potentially misleading effect of
demographics by placing them in a context to provide valuable insights.
Then, we’ll delve into the importance of cultural understanding and
our methods for ensuring cultural congruence between a product and
market. Finally, we’ll cover how to create outputs with lasting impact
that will make sure the research lives on.

Presenting quant’s bright future via:
1. Transcending Demographics
2. Bringing In Culture
3. Telling Real Stories
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Covid-19 reporting: using our ages as click bait
In the early days of the Covid-19 outbreak, headlines assured us that
only at-risk populations would contract the virus. And further, only
those individuals would fall ill enough to die. We heard reports of people
in their 80s dying of the disease, brushed off as ‘they were old and had
emphysema.’ As we struggled to contain the spread, Covid-19 deaths
rates surged and we noticed that not just those deemed ‘at-risk’
could be harmed.
However, the media chose to present these younger cases differently
than they did ‘typical’ Covid-19 patients. Where older people with
underlying health conditions were presented as just another number,
a young, physically fit woman in her 30s was presented as shocking,
breaking news. This sort of reporting exploits one’s demographic, using
it as spin to push a narrative in a particular direction.
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1. Transcending demographics

Demographic differences have long been a staple of
quantitative research. They’re an easy target for striking
comparisons like: ‘Men are significantly more likely to…’,
‘Compared to those under 25 years old, 35-44-year-olds are
significantly less interested in…’
It’s simple eye spy stuff that we’re guilty of dressing up as insight. What’s
worse, the recipient of these gems is then often left to convert them
into something meaningful; which can, in turn, create dangerous biases.
If the research identifies that a product is significantly more appealing
among women than men, whose perception of a woman should we follow?
And what is it about being a woman that drives that difference? It’s not
clear, and this presents a problem. Depending on the cultural nuances
of the market being researched (eg India vs UK), or even the cultural
backgrounds of the recipient, the researcher has lost control over the
insight, creating an opportunity for the truth to derail.
Age breaks come next; another stalwart of the beginner’s guide to
quantitative analysis. For some time, we have understood that age is
becoming less of a predictor for behaviour and with advances in health
care and general wellbeing, our biological age is not so closely aligned
with how we behave. At the same time, major issues have illustrated the
growing disparities between generations, as highlighted by issues such as
Brexit, the Hong Kong riots, and the aforementioned views on gender and
identity. So if age both can, and can’t predict our behaviour, how stable is
this as an analytical device?
One generation in particular is presenting itself as somewhat
unpredictable – Generation Z. Our research frequently identifies an
endless number of hybrid states that coexist with one another, pulling
their views in opposite directions on common topics. For example, Gen Z
may have held strong and progressive opinions on gender identity,
but at the same time maintain very traditional views on a subject
such as marriage.
They can be avid supporters of universalism, but firm believers in
individualism. They can express moments of true anxiety (environmental
factors) and moments of genuine optimism (career). So when analysing
data collected from Gen Z we must take extra care to consider the
wider cultural context and whether a finding typifies Gen Z, or highlights
another hybrid state. What’s clear is that relying on demographic data in
quantitative research is no longer the way forward – we need to add
more cultural context.
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2. Bringing in culture

Covid-19 reporting: lockdown disobedience or a culture
of individualism?

Beyond differences in demographics, cultural context is
important to every brief. This is understanding brands, their
categories and consumers through a holistic view of the
world in which they sit. To simply innovate and change a
product’s features, for example, would focus solely on its
functional benefits.
However, to fully understand a brand’s place we need to understand
several factors. This means uncovering the competitive landscape,
getting a grasp on both the functional and emotional cues other
brands dip into. Then, through an exploration of relevant cultural
shifts inside and outside of the category, we can find white space in
which the brand can activate. After identifying these cultural areas
of opportunity, we align them with what we know about the brand in
question, and find brand assets to dial up.

Based on numbers alone, we can see that in China, South
Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, Covid-19 has been combated
by a lockdown of cities, flattening the curve. So why won’t
some Americans just stay home as the anti-lockdown protests
suggest? From an outside perspective, it may seem that
Americans are burying their heads in the sand, unwilling to
accept a harsh reality. However, at closer examination of
American culture and history, it’s clear that this ‘disobedience’
is actually a display of individualism. Freedom of speech is a
constitutional right in the US. Phrases like ‘it’s a free country’
are commonplace from childhood, raising a population of
individualists who believe the American Dream is built off of
going your own way, free of government control. Uncovering this
inherently American ‘right’ is to grasp Covid-19’s place as part
of a global culture. It’s to understand why methods that work
seamlessly in more collectivist cultures in Asia will not stand in
the individualist culture of the US. We need to bring in culture to
fully understand the numbers.

This is where quant research can give us a solid hold on what
consumers think of a brand versus its competitors. Then we begin
to ready the brand for category shifts, local market nuances, and
general consumers attitudes.
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Crowd DNA has been using this approach for years, but it would be fair
to say that it can come more naturally to the qualitative and trends
specialists than it does the data specialists. But through collaboration
and skills sharing it has become possible for our Numbers team to
employ the same framework to a quantitative survey. So no longer
is their conflict between culture and data, but an opportunity. And
we believe that within every facet of culture, there is a data trail of
influence and opinion, and for every self-expression and identity,
there are values and codes.

1.
Map The
Cultural
Orthodoxy

2.
Identify
The Social
Disruption

4.
Craft The Cultural Strategy
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3.
Find The
Ideological
Opportunity
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Covid-19 reporting: giving the numbers a voice through video
With tons of stories about Covid-19 cases coming out daily, it’s easy to
forget the identities of the thousands of people impacted. As we get
lost in articles citing the number hospitalised in major cities, death counts
etc., the actual people and their families tend to be left out. This makes it
hard to envision what someone with Covid-19 looks like, particularly if you,
personally, don’t know anyone impacted.
Locked up at home, we struggle to see how people in hot spots are
living. Without insight into the lives of those impacted by Covid-19, it’s
challenging to drive empathy for those who are fighting the disease.
Among the flurry of numbers, The New York Times has risen to the
occasion, aiming to tell the stories behind the statistics. Employing self
filmed ethnographic methods, the publication has managed to capture
one New Yorker’s life at the edge of Covid-19. Through a no frills video,
laced with key numbers and statistics, Tanya Denise Fields has shed
light on what life impacted by Covid-19 looks like. She gives a name and
backstory to one of many Covid-19 case number counts.

3. Telling real stories

Without creative storytelling methods, our insights fall flat.
It’s of the utmost importance that quantitative findings
bring consumers to life rather than letting them hide behind
numbers and percentages. It’s helping brands realise that
‘60% of consumers don’t feel represented on TV’ means that
there are actual people who live in a culture in which they
don’t feel seen or heard by the media.
If charts and graphs are meant to make numbers engaging and easy
to interpret, why have quantitative reports become synonymous with
complaints of data being hard to understand? On the other hand,
overzealous ‘storytelling’ has also become a bit of a buzzword in the
quant realm. Creative devices used to hook readers from other industries
have been borrowed, but are quantitative researchers really the best
suited to be storytellers?
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At Crowd, we don’t silo our specialisms. We understand that in order
to deliver truly digestible and impactful insights, we may need to reach
outside of the Numbers team to do so. To tell the best story, we tap
up our Crowd DNA Socialise team (an in-house creative studio made
up of videographers, writers, designers and illustrators) to produce
actionable copy, design charts that are both aesthetically pleasing
and easy to grasp, and create video that brings data to life in engaging,
thought-provoking ways.
Communicating information in a way that is clear and easy to understand
gives insights a longer shelf life. Rather than 150 slides of impossible
to decipher graphs, such deliverables make insights tailored to a
business’ specific needs. These learnings can be revisited by anyone
in the business without the need for ongoing presentations of data
tables of information.
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Thanks for
reading.

Whether it’s expanding upon qualitative findings or
identifying the segments of a particular audience,
Crowd Numbers can offer flexible solutions,
through a cultural lens of course.
If you’re interested in data-driven insights, reach out.

Cultural Insights & Strategy | London, Amsterdam, New York, Singapore, Sydney
hello@crowdDNA.com | www.crowdDNA.com

